from Winter Thunder
by Mari Sandoz

PASSAGE ONE

Gradually the snow thickened, until around eight thirty the two ruts of the winding trails were covered and undisturbed except down in the Lone Tree district, where an old yellow bus crawled heavily along, feeling out the ruts between the choppy sand hills.

As the wind rose the snow whipped against the posts of a ranch fence across the trail, and caked against the bus window, shutting in the young faces pressed to the glass. The storm increased until the air was a powdery white and every hill, every trace or road was obliterated. The bus wavered and swayed in its directions, the tracks filling in close upon the wheels as they sought out the trail lost somewhere far back. …

For a long time it seemed that the creeping bus could not be stopped. Even when all discernible direction or purpose was finally gone, it still moved, backing, starting again, this way and that, plowing the deepened slope, swaying, leaning until it seemed momentarily very tall and held from toppling only by the thickness of the flying snow. . . .

PASSAGE TWO

“You’ll have to give it up, Chuck,” she called back into the smoking interior. “Quick! Bring the rest of the lunches—”

With Chuck, sixteen and almost as tall as a man, beside her, Lecia Terry pushed the frightened huddle of children together and hurried them away downwind into the wall of storm. Once she tried to look back through the smother of snow, wishing that they might have the rope and shovel from the toolbox. But there was no time to dig for them on the under side now.

Back at the bus thick smoke was sliding out the door into the snow that swept along the side. Flames began to lick up under the leaning windows, the caking of ice suddenly running from them. The glass held one moment and burst, and the flames whipped out, torn away by the storm as the whole bus was suddenly a wet shining yellow that blistered and browned with the heat. Then there was a dull explosion above the roar of the wind, and down the slope the fleeing little group heard it and thought they saw a dark fragment flying past overhead.

“Well I guess that was the gas tank going,” Chuck shouted.